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Ages: 9-12

Language level: Beginner

Topic: Australia’s wildlife

Vocabulary: the body parts of a koala,
the animals and places in Australia

Grammar: adverbs of frequency

Focus of the games: reading
comprehension, gap-filling activity
with the adverbs of frequency, word
search for vocabulary building

Description: Jacob is a small koala living his life the fullest. He is always having a
great adventure. In this book learners get to know koalas: the parts of their body,
their eating habits and lifestyle.



Activity Tips

Poster #project #cognitive skills #personal skills

Explore Australia’s wildlife based on this book. Learn about koalas, kangaroos,
and the platypus. Encourage the preparation of a poster. Ask your students to
put the animals on the map and decorate it with related illustrations.

The Eucalyptus Plant #project #language skills

How to take care of the eucalyptus plant indoors? Prepare a guide for plant
owners, use the adverbs of frequency learnt from the book.

Koalas #vocabulary

Use the first worksheet attached to learn the body parts of a koala. Label the
koala and colour the picture just for fun. What is a “pouch”? Help your child make
a mini-research and look for animals who have got one.

What do koalas like doing? #grammar #language skills

Use the second worksheet and collect ideas based on the book. What do koalas
like doing? Fill the gaps and use “like” and “don’t like” in full sentences.



Kangaroos #arts&crafts  #grammar #project

Describe kangaroos based on the second worksheet. Ask your child to make the
same poster. Ask him/her to draw a kangaroo and to write sentences about their
likes and dislikes. Then, your child can easily hold a mini-presentation for the
family which improves their speaking skills.










